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 Mikołaj Melanowicz 
 
Wagahai wa neko de aru - Narrator’s eyes and ears 
 
The title 
At the beginning of my speech on Wagahai wa neko de aru,1 the first novel 
written by Natsume Sōseki, it may be good to ponder on what is being lost 
if one translates the title Wagahai wa neko de aru (「吾輩は猫である」) 
as ‘I am a cat’. The word wagahai (我輩) in the title undoubtedly indicates 
the first person, though whether it is singular or plural remains 
undetermined. At the end of the 18th and in the 19th century the personal 
pronoun wagahai was commonly used as plural by men from the haikai 
poetry circles. It can also be found in many places of the first novel from 
the 19th century Japan’s modernization period, that is, in Ukigumo 
(Drifting Clouds「浮雲」 , 1887) by Futabatei Shimei (二葉亭四迷). 
Compare the following passage from the first chapter of Ukigumo. 
 
そのうちで、こう言やアおかしいようだけれども、若手
でサ、原書もちったア嚙っていてサ、そうして事務を取
らせて捗の往く者といったら、マア我輩二三人だ。 
 
Sono uchi de, kō iyaa okashii yō da keredomo, wakate de sa, 
gensho mo chittaa kajitte ite sa, sōshite jimu o torasete haka no 
iku mono to ittara, maa wagahai nisannin da.2 
 
At that time the pronoun wagahai was also employed in singular, as in 
Ushiya zōdan - aguranabe (Idle Talks From a Restaurant Serving Beef – 
Stew Pot Tales「牛屋雑談 安愚楽鍋」, 1871) by Kanagaki Robun (仮名
垣魯文).3 Tsubouchi Shōyō (坪内逍遥), a writer and translator of English 
                                                        
1  Natsume Sōseki. 1977. Jestem kotem. Translated from Japanese into Polish by 
Mikołaj Melanowicz. Warszawa: KsiąŜka i Wiedza. 
2 1969. Tsubouchi Shōyō Futabatei Shimei shū, [in:] Nihon bungaku zenshū 1. Tōkyō: 
Shūeisha : 257. (『日本文学全集１ 坪内逍遥・二葉亭四迷集』 集英社. The 
fragment translated by Marleigh Grayer Ryan in 1971. Japan’s First Modern Novel: 
Ukigumo of Futabatei Shimei. New York: Columbia University Press as: I know I 
shouldn’t be the one to say this, but after all, just a few of us have read foreign books. 
We’re [wagahai nisannin da] the ones who really do the work. 
3 Cf. Nihon Daijiten Kenkōkai [ed.], Nihon kokugo daijiten. 1976. Tōkyō: Shōgakkan, 
vol. 20, p. 615 (日本大辞典刊行会偏 『日本国語辞典』 第 20券 小学館). 
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literature, used it in Tōsei shosei katagi (The Character of Today’s Students
「当世書生気質」, 1885-6) as a male pronoun in his description of lives 
of Tokyo students who belonged to the intellectual elite of the time and 
hence could speak about themselves with pride. 
The above examples prove at least that the pronoun wagahai served to 
identify a mature male, both in plural (hai - 輩 may also mean nakama 仲
間 , yakara 輩 , tomogara 輩 : ‘fellows’) and in singular (jibun 自分 , 
watakushi 私). It should probably be defined as used by those who thought 
a lot of themselves, such as the above mentioned 20-year olds of Ukigumo 
who talked of the situation in their office obviously thinking they were 
better than the others. 
There is no doubt that the Japanese title of Sōseki’s novel determines the 
narrator’s sex as male, as well as defining his self-esteem and attitude as a 
loner (for cats tend not to live in groups) and probably also as an egoist, 
who has certain insight into the ideas of individualism (individualist). The 
milieu indicated by the use of wagahai, however, cannot be clearly defined. 
It is not workers, samurai class or the aristocrats. It is rather the townsmen 
or perhaps the commoners, who proud of their skills, intellectual 
competence or even an extensive education in many fields of knowledge 
(dilettantism) and also of their origin. The reader knows that the narrator is 
a cat living in a house of an English teacher who works in a nearby school 
and maintains frequent contacts with his friends. Their world – the 
Japanese world of the 1905 Russia war period and the postwar 
dissatisfaction with its results – is seen through the eyes of a narrator 
referring to himself in the first person (wagahai). It is a nameless Cat – a 
kitten at the beginning of the novel – who appears intelligent and critical 
from the very first chapter of the book. One may go further and call the cat 
conceited and arrogant, especially towards humans. 
It is the above qualities of the book’s hero that the pronoun wagahai 
indicates. Nowadays, wagahai is not used. To be exact, the pronoun 
already appeared old-fashioned in 1905 and as such evoked surprise among 
the readers in times of modernization and war drama. It must have sounded 
especially strange in relation to a cat and a cat using wagahai to refer to 
himself must have evoked laughter. How can such an inconspicuous 
creature condescend towards others so much, as if by saying: ‘Look who I 
am…’ Soon after the book had been published Fujishiro Sojin (藤代素人
1868-1927), a Germanist and Sōseki’s acquaintance, wrote Neko bunshi 
kienroku (A Talkative Chronicle of a Cat-writer「猫文士気焔録」, 1906). 
Then many other works appeared, such as Wagahai wa nezumi de aru (I 
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am a Mouse「我輩は鼠である」 ). According to the list printed in 
Natsume Sōseki kenkyū tokushū (『夏目漱石研究特集』1934),4 there are 
records of more than 50 ‘wagahai-type works’ (wagahaimono 我輩物). 
This leaves no doubt that Sōseki proved to be a very original writer and 
that the title of his novel became a metaphoric expression independent of 
its original meaning which stimulated the imagination of many authors and 
still remains alive in our days. 
Should one translate Wagahai wa neko de aru into Polish as “Jestem 
kotem” or into English as I Am a Cat, one may lose some properties of the 
pronoun wagahai which is associated in Japanese with a certain social 
group, with the time bygone and with an old-fashioned way of thinking. 
The usage of wagahai as such may also be interpreted as nostalgic. 
 
The narrator’s world 
The narrator’s world depicted in the novel consists mainly of Professor 
Kushami and his family (a wife, three daughters and a maid) with whom he 
lives and strangely-named or nicknamed friends who frequently visit the 
professor. The readers will find among them an esthete (whose name 
Meitei will become known later), the optimistic poet Ochi Kochi and the 
philosopher Yagi Dokusen. Another regular visitor is Kangetsu (lit. ‘cold 
moon’), a physicist who values scientific truth very highly and specializes 
in terrestrial gravity at his university. Kushami used to teach him haiku. 
Kangetsu gives a speech on “the mechanics of hanging oneself” for the 
Society of Physics. He is enthusiastic about music and theater and in love 
with the businessman Kaneda’s daughter. Kaneda wants his daughter to 
marry Kangetsu, if only the latter obtains a doctorate. This may be the 
reason why Kangetsu works intensely on a dissertation about the influence 
of ultraviolet rays on electric processes occurring in frog’s eyeballs. Events 
related to Kangetsu occupy a large part of the text. It constitutes a good 
opportunity for the author to criticize the academic science and to express 
his views on problems related to marriage or other issues important to the 
Japanese society at the beginning of the 20th century. 
Kushami’s neighbours are visited by the cat as well as their own cats 
whom the cat meets. The students of nearby schools also belong to the 
narrator’s world. It is the cat who tells the reader about them, brings up the 
events related to them or talks to them. His observations, overheard 
                                                        
4 Kōmo Toshirō. 1969. “Chūshaku – Wagahai wa neko de aru”. [in:] 1969. Natsume 
Sōseki shū 1. Tōkyō: Shūeisha (紅野敏朗『夏目漱石集 1』 「注釈 我輩は猫であ
る」 集英社). 
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statements and the “eavesdropped thoughts” constitute the eleven chapters 
of the novel. 
 
Two parts of the novel 
In chapters one to seven, The Cat (I will write this in capital ‘T’ and ‘C’, 
since he has no name from the very beginning of the novel and will not get 
any) is in motion. He can enter any place in order to eavesdrop on the 
people and he seldom talks to other cats. The Cat acts as the “ears” of the 
narrator who moves around continuously.5 Most often the cat sneaks up 
into the professor Kushami’s room, the kitchen, the veranda and other 
peoples’ gardens. 
From the seventh chapter on, the main role is played by The Cat’s eyes. 
The mood and the nature of narration changes: The Cat loses his leading 
role as a narrator and his place seems to have been taken by an omniscient 
narrator who may be identified with the author himself. Accordingly, there 
is no doubt that the composition based on eavesdropping and then on 
peeping is very important for Sōseki. Thanks to this method of 
composition, the world of the novel appears to the reader as an auditory 
illusion: the supernarrator (the author) seems to listen to himself, although 
he says nothing and whatever he hears (whatever he means to say) he 
writes down as the phrases overheard by The Cat. In numerous episodes 
the reader cannot be sure, whether the narrator is The Cat or the author 
himself. Moreover, the reader has no way of knowing, whether it is the 
author or the omniscient Wagahai who makes statements related to the 
limited spectrum of the social environment of Japan as depicted in 
Kushami’s house. This ambiguity fosters numerous questions in the mind 
of the reader who would like to know the relations between the supposed 
narrators, especially as the knowledge of certain facts and situations leads 
him directly to Natsume Sōseki’s biography. The dramatic tension rises, 
particularly when the “narrator’s voice” reveals bold criticism of 
civilization (bunmei hihyō 文明批評). Formally, it is The Cat who makes 
critical remarks while observing the members of Kushami family, their 
behavior, relationships with the outside (outhouse) world and – not 
reserved at all – spares nobody and nothing related to the humans. 
                                                        
5 Yoshimoto Takaaki, 2002. Natsume Sōseki o yomu. Tōkyō: Chikuma Shobō, pp. 5-26 
(吉本孝明著 「夏目漱石を読む」 筑摩書房). Yoshimoto’s lectures have impressed 
significantly my own reflections on Sōseki’s novel and helped me organize my thoughts 
on this subject, which I had gathered during all my years of work on translation of the 
text and its editing for its 2nd Polish edition. 
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I would like to emphasize again: the narrator often seems not to be sure, 
whether he speaks as The Cat, the author or maybe as one of the 
participants of the party, such as Meitei. In the novel, however, The Cat 
knows as much as the people meeting in Kushami’s house which enables 
him to report his observations with a sense of humor and insightful 
criticism. Accordingly, he is not an indifferent and unemotional observer of 
peoples’ behavior and ongoing events. At the end of the novel it becomes 
unimportant, whether it is The Cat or the author himself who makes 
statements. In no other novel has Sōseki been so frank and so critical in his 
statements on family, individualism and on the society in general, as he 
was in Wagahai wa neko de aru. 
 
Authenticating The Cat’s report 
Since the “narrator’s ears” are the ears of The Cat who gives accounts for 
the events happening also in the places usually not visited by cats (such as 
a session of a scientific society), the reader has an opportunity to get to 
know about those events indirectly. For example through observing the 
rehearsal before Kangetsu’s speech or from the accounts of other witnesses 
gathered in Kushami’s house. Nor is The Cat forced to learn how to open 
and read letters. This is done by professor Kushami who reads them aloud 
or behaves as if he was reading them, quoting the letters or explaining the 
contents of postcards which in 1905 must have reached the addressee very 
frequently. It is Kushami who reads but the reader’s impression is that at 
the same time The Cat and the reader himself read, too. The author creates 
situations in which The Cat can hear and see what happens not only in the 
house but also outside. He sneaks up into Kaneda’s house to eavesdrop on 
what is gossiped about Kangetsu as the candidate for a husband or what the 
Kanedas say about Professor Kushami. Even so, The Cat often wishes he 
could warn the professor. 
Let us recapitulate the above reflections on composition of the novel and 
the world depicted in it. The first part is a story told by The Cat about the 
professor and his colleagues who visit him. It is a series of never-ending 
scientific conversations, often very witty, even more interesting because of 
the fact that they can be heard and reported by The Cat. The last five 
chapters appear as reflections on various aspects of human life, such as 
going for sports, going to the public bath, learning to play baseball, having 
health troubles or observing the dynamic features of the Western 
civilization in comparison with the passive attitude of the people of the 
East. 
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The first part contains gossips on people and the news on events related to 
Kanedas’ intention to have Kangetsu as their daughter’s husband. The 
conversations between the visitors or with Kushami are presented only in 
parts and forms that could have been overheard by The Cat. Their form is 
similar to that of stage dialogues, such as of rakugo (落語 ), comic 
monologues performed during a one-man show. Conversations take places 
between several persons gathered around Kushami. Discussions are often 
sophisticated and intelligent. 
 
The narrator, the hero and the author 
From the seventh chapter on the narration flow collapses – The Cat 
becomes the eyes of the narrator and he tends to peep rather than eavesdrop. 
Accordingly, the novel becomes less comical and more severe and even 
bitter in its criticism. The threads criticizing civilization or mimicking 
popular literary works of the time are especially captivating, as they are 
presented in the form of witty dialogues. The author equates himself to The 
Cat and the narrator. It is possible to say that he turns into The Cat – or 
maybe rather disguises as The Cat – fighting his own war with the world 
and himself. He criticizes not only the civilization or specific though 
unknown people but also the pocked face of Kushami – and as a 
consequence carries out self-criticism. Even when the criticism seems to be 
directed towards the women, especially towards Kushami’s wife, this also 
turns into self-criticism. The style of a witty rakugo conversation from the 
first chapters changes into a serious and subjective confession, filled with a 
critical attitude to the world. The author often seems to speak himself, 
identifying himself with some other person. He expresses not only his own 
sadness but also the sufferings common to many readers. It is also the 
author himself, who, instead of The Cat, ventures the bunmei hihyō, the 
critique of civilization, society and humans. From time to time, however, 
he refrains from going further – and then it is The Cat who takes the 
initiative. 
The style of the novel changes accordingly with the shift in the observation 
technique which takes place at the end of the seventh chapter. The most 
interesting remarks of The Cat concern the visit in a public bath, very 
similar to the scenes depicted in Ukiyoburo (The Bathhouse of the Floating 
World 「浮世風呂」1809-1813) by Shikitei Sanba (式亭三馬). One day 
The Cat noticed that the professor sometimes goes out for thirty or forty 
minutes with a towel on his shoulder. When he found out that Kushami 
goes to public bath, he decided to go with him. He did not enter the bath, 
however, staying outside and looking in through a window. In the crowd of 
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naked bodies washing themselves and soaking in hot water he also noticed 
Professor Kushami, who was red and looked like a cooked octopus. 
In this part of the novel the role of The Cat as the narrator declines. As its 
result, The Cat and the narrator are one and the same and the content of the 
novel evolves into the critical essay on civilization. For example, in the 
beginning of the ninth chapter The Cat starts to talk of the pockmarks on 
Kushami’s face (abatazura 痘痕面). Though he got himself vaccinated, he 
happened to infect his face with the virus from the vaccine, became 
seriously ill, scratched the itching skin and the scars remained. Due to this, 
his pupils have the chance to get to know, based on his example, the 
remains of the previous époque (zenseiki no ibutsu 全世紀の遺物). The 
criticism of The Cat masks the self-criticism of Sōseki the writer who was 
not happy with the look of his own face. As The Cat puts it: “Recognition 
of the loathliness of one's face often proves a first step forward toward 
realizing the depravity of one's soul.”6 “Musing idly along those lines, I 
went on watching my master.”7 explains The Cat to account in detail on his 
behavior in the next episode, quoting the letters and providing the reader 
with malicious comments on their contents. 
The example of the author’s self-criticism is a passage on suicide (the 
philosophy of suicide) and the “theory of divorce” (fūfu bekkyoron 夫婦別
居論) and the decline of the family. Both essays appear to be in the 
author’s voice, not influenced by The Cat. 
 
Conclusion 
At the beginning of the novel it is relatively easy to distinguish between 
The Cat, the narrator and the author himself. The closer to the end, the 
three entities converge until they finally merge as one. The reader can 
observe less and less features of a comic novel as well as the atmosphere of 
an oriental calmness (tōyōfū no yoyū 東洋風の余裕), a peaceful way of 
life with the feeling of free time (yoyūha 余裕派). Instead, the novel 
changes into a dramatic confession of the writer, who bitterly criticizes the 
contemporary civilization. 
Nevertheless, Wagahai wa neko de aru may be considered a humorous and 
satiric novel, whose style is greatly influenced by the intellectual school of 
rakugo with its irreverent, comic and dramatized monologues. This 
                                                        
6 Soseki Natsume. 1986. I am A Cat. Translated by Aiko Ito and Graeme Wilson, 
Boston, Mass.: Tuttle Publishing. Vol. III.: 103. 
7 Ibid.: 103-104. 
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justifies the final conclusion that the novel constitutes a very rare 
phenomenon in Japanese literature. 
